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Dear Prince Charles,
I am writing to inform you about the extremely dangerous statistic that 29% more deforestation occurred over 2013-2014.I hope you realise during 2008 your highly persuasive
videos caused the deforestation to decrease lots; however, the two brilliant websites you
made do not work anymore. Obviously you know how important the rainforest is?
Firstly, you must reconsider your efforts on the rainforest project because 50 million
acres of the rainforest has been cut down which is causing 137 species of animals stepping closer towards extinction everyday -50,000 a year!- I am certain you realise that
there are only 600 black Jaguars left in our world. This is your only chance to save all
these precious animals. Everyone knows how precious these animals are? Do you?
I understand that a certain amount of logging is needed also I can imagine that you are
very busy dealing with other important jobs. However, that is no reason to allow 50 million acres of rainforest to just disappear. You must do more on the project.
Secondly, all the trees that are being cut down realise vast amounts of CO2 into the atmosphere; as a result climate change (man-kind's biggest threat).If you do more on this
amazing project you could save the world from this horrifying event. Don't you realise
that trees breath in harmful gases like co2 and breath out oxygen which is good for us?
Everyone knows only important people like yourself can save the rainforest .Surely you
get the fact that it wouldn't be very difficult to just get your websites working and make a
few more extremely exquisite videos that could save the world!
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